
VINTAGE

The Vintage:

The Accolades:

The Winemaker:

1968

Very hot, rain.

1 Silver,  

Raymond Ward, Rudi Kronberger

Rich red brown with some tawny hues.  Attractive bottle developed fruit nose showing sweet licorice characters.
Medium bodied palate with complex flavours and some volatile acidity lift.

MICK HUNGERFORD

 Manager for Yalumba in Western Australia for 28 years from 1946 to
1974.  Commenced and retired in the same years as his great friend
and co-signatory, Eric McKenzie.

The Label :

6 September 1989“The Lab” :

The Yalumba “Barrel Cellar” Tasting 1994:

The Tasting - Wine & Spirit Buying Guide 1979:
“Again a touch of volatility showing in this wine.  A much softer style on the palate than many of the other wines in this
tasting, partly due to the lighter fruit character and partly to the extra maturation showing.  However most tasters felt that,
although soft, the wine could still have done with a little more fruit on the palate.”

Mick Hungerford Blend Galway Vintage Reserve Claret.  “This light,
well-balanced dry red was aged in new oak puncheons for 18 months and
then laid down in our Angaston Cellars for bottle maturation.  It was made
from Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon from Yalumba’s Waikerie River
Estate.  The fruit averaged 11.2o Baume prior to fermentation.”

60% Shiraz and 40% Cabernet Sauvignon from Oxford Landing Estate. 18
months in new French Nevers oak puncheons.

Chocolate brown tending tawny.  Some aldehyde on the nose with an oxidised fruit character.  Leafy vegetal lift.  Palate
is of medium weight with sweet nutty flavours but generally lacks intensity.  Drink now.

The Yalumba “Barrel Cellar” Tasting November 2003:

A volatile lift to the bouquet with developed fruit characters showing plenty of age.  Shows a bitter almond/aldehyde note
on the palate accompanied by strong vanillin accents.  Finishes with firm, chewy tannin and moderate persistence.  2½
stars


